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NEXT MEETING
There will be no meeting in September. Too many club
officers with too many conflicting dates.
However if there is a pressing bit of new business, the
club officers will be at the next contest on September
14th at the Eloy field.
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From the Pres:
Adventures with Doctors
Spent some time with a dermatologist a few weeks ago. He looked at a couple of
new things on my arms, sliced off samples and had them analyzed. They turned out
to be squamous cancer [squamous cells are the surface of one’s skin] and thus will
require more intense treatment. I knew that sunburn can cause these things and told
him I could remember only two bad sunburns – he says it only takes one! I
remarked, what about the folks who have to work outside all the time? – he said
that’s what keeps him in business. From then on, I listened closely to what he was
telling me, including the fact that folks with light skin and blue eyes are more prone
to such problems. What I have is not all that dangerous, but they do need to be
removed. So, as folks who do spend time outside flying models, please do pay
attention to strange things that may appear on the skin – especially the left arm
which catches more sunlight while driving!
And, adventures with computers
My computer quit about a day after some ebay auctions of mine for old Jetex stuff
had concluded. This meant that I couldn’t communicate with the buyers about how
much and where to send payments. The computer geek at Data Drs says the box is
OK, it’s probably your monitor. Off to Fry’s Electronics I go, looking at monitors.
Have always wanted a bigger than normal monitor to help with CAD model plan
drawings so homed in on one that’s 22” X 16” [much bigger than the 17” one that
died]. Took it home and wow, what a difference, but now, we find that the computer
doesn’t know how to play well with the monitor, making things disproportionately
wide. You saw this coming, didn’t you? Yes, accessories not included, just like those
toy boxes always proclaim. Had to email HP to see what could be done – got a nice,
complete, very prompt response, too. I need to go back to Fry’s and now get a video
card like the game players use in order to bring the screen to a normal view. The
next things that will happen are delving into the magic box to install the card, and
then clicking on lots of mysterious commands to make it all happen. Wish me luck
on this! Somehow, I’m reminded of a saying from some Army communications techs
I knew at White Sands Proving Grounds many years ago – Tune for maximum
smoke!
Conclusions?
With these distractions, I’ve about given up on building anything more for the Muncie
SAM Champs in September beyond a better organized toolbox. Have a couple of
completed models that haven’t been flown and it is tempting to wait for the actual
tall, green grass there for testing. If nothing else, the SAM Champs is a nice social
event and it’s really great to see the folks there. At Muncie, there’s a FF contest and
a 3 day FAC stick&tissue contest the weekend before the SAM Champs [FF plus
RC old timers] plus the MECA [Model Engine Collectors Assoc.] Grand Collecto –
Show&Tell, engine running [unusual ones, some made by the operators] and a
really big swap meet – those MECA functions take place at the convention center in
downtown Muncie. And, on the weekend after the SAM Champs, there’s another FF
contest! Can you imagine 15 continuous days of contests?
Your faithful scribe / AL

PMAC / TFFC Fall Contest Schedule
September 14th
October 25th
November 16th
December 17th & 18th

The 59th Annual

Southwest Regionals
Model Airplane Championships
will be held on 17, 18, 19 January, 2009 at Eloy, Arizona
Lots of info at this web site;
www.aalmps.com/9info.htm
Or contact Al Lidberg at (480) 839 8154

Another great contest coming up is the
Dual Clubs Free Flight Bonanza
at Lost Hills on September 27th & 28th
I have included their flyer in this issue.

NEXT CONTEST
SEPT. 14th
ELOY
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